In this formulation, we make contact with the work of Jackiw and
Rebbi.l They found that the spectrum of the Dirac equation-in the presence of a soliton contains a zero-energy solution.
BY symmetry, this solution is composed of (projects onto) half a positive-energy and half a negative-energy solution with respect to the normal ground state. The interaction Lagrangian is of standard form:
with J, an isodoublet fermion field.
We compute the induced current as in the l+l dimensional examples, from graphs as in Fig. 3 . A straightforward calculation leads to <j'> = 1 paBYE dabc 'daa'aa$'bay'c * (6) With this form, aP<j'l> E 0. Fig. 3 with one gauge field vertex inserted.
We now take I$ as before and Aab = iab(g); A,,=O, a,b=1,2,3, where i and i are the monopole fields, and find the current flow at infinity.
Since (Vi$)a =O at infinity, the only contribution comes from taking y=d=O in the second term of (8) 
